Assignment 12

Assignment due: 0830 04 20, 25/04/18 BST.

1. Text can be avoided if products can be shipped to a non-regulated and free zone at the purchasing country.
   A) True
   B) False
   Accepted Answer: A

2. The export zones special economic zones free trade areas - all are catering to global trade by taking cost advantage.
   A) True
   B) False
   Accepted Answer: A

3. The amount is to be divided in such a way that there should be only volume load in a truck.
   A) True
   B) False
   Accepted Answer: B

4. Product flexibility is the capability's quantity to meet demand of the product.
   A) True
   B) False
   Accepted Answer: B

5. There are broadly three types of flexibility.
   A) True
   B) False
   Accepted Answer: A

   Accepted Answer: C

7. Total cost of supply chain is comprised of:
   A) Plant operation and transportation cost B) Bonding operation and transportation cost C) Cross dock operation and transportation cost D) All of these E) None of these
   Accepted Answer: D

8. Flexibility of Cross Dock capacity pertaining to product 1 -
   A) Capacity of cross dock 1 if not used (capacity demand from customer zone 2 for product 1) B) Capacity of cross dock 1 if it's open (capacity demand from customer zone 2 for product 1) C) Capacity of cross dock 1 if it's open (capacity demand from customer zone 2 for product 2) D) Capacity of cross dock 1 if it's open (capacity demand from customer zone 3 for product 1)
   Accepted Answer: B

9. At transshipment nodes:
   A) natural (o) (natural cost) B) normal (o) (natural cost) C) natural (o) = unnatural cost D) not related
   Accepted Answer: A

10. Triangle of a single-pole model that assumes that there is no inventory at the end of the cycle.
    A) Fully supplied chain B) DAMC product C) FOSC product D) Multiple phase
    Accepted Answer: D

11. Accepted Answer: A